2019 Donors to Camp Dudley and Camp Kiniya

Thank you to our 2019 Donors!

Following is the list of those who made a gift of any kind to our Camps during 2019. During calendar year 2019, we were delighted to receive support from 2,142 donors. Every gift is important to the summer experience that we provide for our campers. As one grateful camper said, “I learned how to be my best self and truly grew as an individual this summer.” Thank you to our generous donor community!

Individuals listed with a “B” after their names are members of the Beckman Society.

We have done our best to assure that we have captured the names of all donors correctly. If we have made an inadvertent error, please contact Dave Langston, Director of Development via email or phone so we can correct our mistake. dave@campdudley.org or 518-962-4720.

Jordan Abbasi #19958
Joseph and Margaret Acerro
Nancy Achilles
Katherine #25014 and Stephen Adams
Richard #13988 and Christa Adams
Jonathan and Mary Beth Adelson
Philip #12168 and Charlotte Adill
Hugh and Elizabeth Aiken
Christian Albrecht #14652
Ekkehard Albrecht #10064
Edward and Sue-Ellen Albright
Robert #7062 and Sandra Alrich
Stirling #6420 and Lesley Alrich
Charles Alexander #11778 and Margaret Inui
Richard #10887 and Kim Alexander
Andrew Alix #19678
James #11144 and Patricia Allen
John Allen #7294
Peter #11584 and Tracy Allen
Cynthia Alling
Collin Allison #23481
Jeffrey and Larissa Alpaugh
Landon Alpaugh #23931
Christopher Alvin #1504
Anthony Amanda
Kirsten Anastasio #24814
David #12420 and Karen Andersen
Judith Andersen
Erica Anderson #25683
Ian Anderson and Bridget Terry
Kenneth #25272 and Lynn Anderson
Sarah Anderson #24483
Shannon Anderson #25567 and Ryan Furmanchar
Anonymous
Brian and Traci Anton
Orris Anton #23520
Liam Anton #23360
Jonathan #9528 and Ruth #17528 Appleyard
Katharine Appleyard #17282 and Ben Herzog
Robert #9447 and Deborah Appleyard
Peter Arder #10756
Gerald #10430 and Kim Ardolino
Jeffrey #11457 and Marie Ardolino
James #15851 and Stephanie Ardrey
Drew #15004 and Anne Art
Madeline Art #22242
Matthew #14841 and Dargn Art
Laura Ascari
Andrew and Paul Ascher
Edward Assile and Carlina Rios
Lamonte Atkinson and Tahira Isom-Atkinson
Kevin and Jackie Avery
David Azad and Melissa Cushing
Griffin Azrok #22167
Lewin and Tanja Bacchus
Jonathan and Claire Bailey
Bain Capital Children’s Charity Limited
Christopher and Cynthia Bake
Julette Baker #24862
Morgan Baker #25280
Ann Baldwin
Bruce Baldwin #21254
Pamela Baldwin
Robert Baldwin #10279 and Margaret Sieck
Kenneth and Kendra Ballinger
Baltimore Rotary Foundation
Jonathan Bank and Katie Firth
William and Laura Louise Barber
Robert Barnes #11944 and Ilana Cass
Christopher #13681 and Kelley Barnett
Ian #13550 and Amy Barnett
Tim #7973 and Claire Barnett
Harry Barnwell #20723
Nick and Kate Barnwell
Dave Baroody #14696 and Bethany Silva #21096
Robert and Maureen Barry
Ryan Barry #23016
Kristin and Peter Barsanti
Karen #13322 and Bart #14209 Bartholomew
David #13402 and Beth Bartlett
Michael #10003 and Judith Bartlett
Eugene and Karen Bartley
Randolph #8323 and Margaret Barton
William Bass #21129
S. Jeffrey and Susan Bostable
David Bates #11390
Eliott Bates #6131
Robert #8037 and Jean Bates
Albert and Elizabeth Bauer
Alexander Bauer #23018
Cedric and Camille Baumber
Thomas and Meg Bauzano
Jarrett and Jennifer Bagliss
Gary #10164 and Hope Bazer
Charles Beams #23996
Nathan and Molly Beams
Alexander #13635 and Alison Beane
Atticus Beane #23021

James and Catherine Beane
Linda Beane
Nicholas Beane #21310
Frederick #14650 and Morgan Biersch
William Beck #10838 and Joanna Murray
Diane and Chris Becker
Scott #12639 and Suzanne Beckley
Rodney #7975 and Liz Beckwith
Peter and Adele Beekman
Bradford #3118 and Virginia Behr
Matthew Behrens #20116
Matthew Behrent and Antonia Sherman
John Bell #6749
Rodney Bell #24034
Juan Bello and Cristina Urbanz
Tianta Belton and Thomas Heads
Ronald and Nancy Bendelius
J. C. Bender
Bruce and Ann Benedict
Eric #13612 and Elizabeth Benedict
Peter #12786 and Amy Benedict
John #6867 and Bette Ann Benfield
Aline Bennett
Julianne Bennett
Eleanor Beram
Tomas and Meg Bergstrand
Geoffrey and Dana Beringer
Arnold #11909 and Ann Berlin
Douglas Berlin #10674
David #7440 and Cynthia Berlinghof
G. Wayne and Rosemary Berry
Matthew Berry #17161

Richard #10361 and Carla Berry
John #10552 and Deborah Bertrand
Bill #7906 and Sandra Bertsch
Hilary Bertsch #13664
Simeon Bethel #23582
E. R. Beteke #11408
Mary Anne #18672 and Robert Betcher
Christopher Betz
Marla Bier
Carolyn Birmingham
Agness Bisselle #19641
Lucy Bissell #19541
Mary Frances Bisselle #18141
Philip #7441 and Holly #13283 Bisselle
Skyler Bissell #22744
Walter Bissell #8161
David Black
Kenneth #5956 and Joy Black
Greg and Cathy Blockbaum
Roger #9119 and June Blanc
Alejandro and Gloria Blanco
Andrew Blomco #15937
John Bliss #9064
Nancy Blue
Eric and Eliza Bock
Terry and Kerry Bock
Sovario Drum
Elizabeth Dudley #22868
William Dudley #22428
Jason and Jill Duffy
John and Jennifer Duffy
Claudio Dumas
Donald Dunbar #10203
Fred and Lesley Duncan
Seth Dunn #13484
Peter and Carmen Dunne
Lucas Ebeler #19180
Dillon Ecclesine #19023
Maureen Ecclesine
Jonathan Edie #11077
Rick #11762 and Betsy #18762 Edie B
Catherine Edson #13317
Evans and Kristen Edson
Heiden Edsten #10698
Brian and Jane Edwards
Eleanor Edwards #10475
Stouffer and Carrie Egan
Stuart Egan #23385
Terry #25518 and Kent Egglefield
Brinley #23788 and Terrence #23789 Ehlers
Aidan Ehrenberg #18886
Evon Ehning #14058
Grayson Elder #20373
George #11398 and Mary Ellen Eldridge
Matthew Eldridge #21913
Kendra Elliott #23397
Peter Elliott #23638
Peter and Phebe Elliott
Thomas #11638 and Stephanie Elliott
William Elliott #22488
Nathaniel #16072 and Courtney Emerson
Robert Entenman #5776
Jackson Erdmann #24314
Robert and Shannon Erdmann
Tyler Erdmann #23389
Frederick #8968 and Jean Erdmann
Maloney #20415 and Dmitry Erdmann
Torrey Foster #21168
Torrey Foster #7100 and Anne Russell
Scott #7820 and Christa Foster
John Foster and Andrea Littleton
Harlan #13000 and Sarah Foster
Douglas Foster #6707
Harlan #13000 and Sarah Foster
John Foster and Andrea Littleton
Scott #7820 and Christa Foster
Torrey Foster #7114 and Anne Russell
Torrey Foster #21968
Townsend #6648 and Dorothy Foster
Alan #8826 and Cheryl Fox
Peter Fox #23972
Adam Frates #19358
Christopher and Roberta Frates
Christopher and Cay Franck
Vincent and Debra Franco
Andrew #12908 and Colleen Frank
Peter Gay #22308
Mark #11698 and Karen Gay
Robert #13202 and Jennifer Fricke
John #13792 and Susan Frehse B
Conrad Frey #6068
Richard #13202 and Jennifer Fricke
Andrew and Erin Friston
David #13763 and Keri Frisch
Donald Frisch #7639
Richard Frisch #7640
Tina and Caroline Fritzinger
Thomas and Courtney Fry
Alicia Fuller #25611
Audrey Fuller #5538
Jay Fuller #10083 and Leta Peacemaker
Christie and Michael Furman
Frederick Gaffney
Travis Gagnon
Matt and Rosalind Gallino
Paul and Anne Gamble
Kenneth #12658 and Pamela Gammill
Lee #7234 and Jane Gammill
Sebastian Gammill #22437
John Gerber and Kati Higppa-Gorber
Kais Gerber #17992
Ian and Amanda Gardiner
Oscar Garfin #12690
Gay and Christine McLean Garofalo
Rob Garrity
Suzanne Gartner
Aarion and Dino Garvey
William #10780 and Anne Gates
Manish and Julianna Gautam
Anderson Gay #21124
Dawn #19524 and Eric Gay
Tyler Gearhart #10972
Russell #13429 and Sherry Gebhard
Deidre Gehrkke #8488
Daniel #15708 and Elizabeth Geiger
Luke Gelling #25240
Andie Gemme #25568
Tom and Jennifer Geoghegan
Jonathon #10381 and Karen Sager
Tim #10924 and Margaret Sager B
Brandt and Margaret Sakeakeeng B
Mike and Margaret Salmore
George and Victoria Salnikoff
Edgard Sanchez and Olivia de Anda
George #98698 and Phyllis Sanders
Christian Sandford #20712
Griffin Santoro #22547
Deide Sargent
Matthew Sargent #18399
Colin Satterwhite #22828
Griffin Satterwhite #23028
Ross #12002 and Kerry Satterwhite
Drew and Katherine Saunders
Greg #13013 and Kate Saunders
Horriet Savage
William Savage #19996
Michael #10782 and Elizabeth Sawyer
Sean and Lisa Sawyer
Brock and Christine Saxe
Dorsey #14068 and Virginia Sayer
Emma Scanlan #22703
Charles #11282 and Hyland Schaller
Abigail Scharges #22475
Ace #12789 and Helen Ann Scharges
Lee Scharges #15289
Robert #11875 and Amy Scharges
Fred and Patricia Schaum
Adam #15993 and Amy Schildge
Ronald Schildge #16024 and Story Parker
Ronald Schildge
Mike #15288 and Julie #21288 Schloot
Mattlock and Amanda Schluumberger
Beth Schmidt #131405
Carl Schmidt #3722 B
Ed Schmidt #11260
Elsa Schmidt #23993
Qi Schmidt #22875
Steve Schmidt #10875 and
Mary Tanneberger #14251
C. William and Linda Schneidereth
Michael Schoeneman
Taylor #12196 and Kim #18916 Schollmaier
James Schouled #22549
Jon and Caroline Schoudel
Jacob and Lauren Schramm
Allison Schulte #22652
Robert Schildge
Timothy #14443 and Sarah Schwarz
Alex Schwem #22342
Corl Schwoebel #20637
Danielle Schwoebel #21337
Hannah Schwoebel #22637
Michael and Janet Scully
Nancy Seabolt #13741 B
Luke and Jane Sears
Mark Sears #22143
Robert and Linda Seever
Robert and Annette Sedgwick
Stephen #13638 and Kristin Seeleit
Ben #32818 and Brooke Seessel
Kate Seibold #20861
Richard and Kristin Selvoga
John and Dano Service
Gordon Sewall
Scott Sewall #19172
John #7119 and Lorna Seward
Tim Seymour
Katie Shamel and Donald Dean
Mary Kate Shampoo #23603
Brent Shag #19517 B
Robert Shearer and Linda Smith-Shearer
Elizabeth Sheehan
Kevin and Claudia Sheehan
William #9670 and Sara Sheldon
Faith Shepard

Scott and Shelby Slagton
Daniel and Lori Slaton
Barbora Smith #5903
Bruce and Amy Smith
Christopher #14234 and Caitlin Smith
Christopher #11898 and Deborah Smith
Christopher #16741 and Ashley Smith
Colin and Sarah Smith
Connor Smith #19754
Connor Smith #17920
Crosby Smith #23064
David Smith #11261 and Alison Gerstell
Edward Smith #23461
Edward and Christie Smith
George Smith
Jacob Smith #24098
Jeffrey Smith and Kristin Allocco
Jesse Smith #22827
Matthew Smith #17641
Patricia Smith
Peggy and Alex Smith
Peter Smith #18048
Phyllis and Amy Smith
Rick and Melanie Smith
Stilburn Smith #23108
Theodore Smith #12664
Andrew #14033 and Virginia Snow
Hans Soderquist #17526
Erik Soderstrom #18306

Thomas #12473 and Stacey Shepherd
William Shepherd
Greg Sherman
Michael and Bonnie Sherman
Jeffrey #12817 and Cheryl Sheeh
Kyle Sheeh #23017
Lila Sheeh #23317
Paul and Vivien Sheeh
Lionel Shockness #25360 and Wanda Garcia
Alexander #8767 and Patricia #19067 Short B
Joseph #14167 and Elizabeth Short
Justin Short #15167
Thomas Shoven #15206 and Katy Snyder
Antoinette Siciliano
William and Marylee Siegler
Charles Silsby #23469
Jon and Shannon Silsby
Christopher and Elizabeth Silver
Thomas #9663 and Elizabeth Simpson
Tenisha Singh
Joseph Sisko
Thomas Skilton #12533
Wilson Skinner #23961
John Scott #11084 and Karen Slater
Andrew and Staci Slattery

Sydney Sokol #22498
Riley Solie-Vikor #18112 and Tiffany O’Brien
Scott and Lynne Somerville
Jennifer Sojer
Frances Sovery #19756
George Spence #23474
Robert Spence and Catherine McGraw
Brenda Sprecher #24530
James Spilchuk
Gavin Spilling #23476
Lucas Spilling #23507
Thomas #9264 and Deanne Spoor
Sekani Springer #24809
Peter St. Philip
Walker #13784 and Jennifer Stapleton
Edward Starr #10093
Rodger Stebbins #10617
Thaddeus Stebbins #17484
Mark #13054 and Katja Steen
Eric and Meghan Steenburgh
William and Nancy Steers
Mike and Kemp Steib
Ewart #18877 and Anna #21527 Steiner B
Christopher Stengel #14380
David and Samantha Steiton
G. Michael Stevens #11372 and
Leita Garret-Stevens B
Donald #7314 and Jeanne Stevenson
William #2626 and Caroline Stevenson
C. Roland #9061 and Caroline #19061 Stichweh B
Julie and Lawrence Stokes
Elizabeth Storey #21204
John #8804 and Martha #18204 Storey B
Jonathan Storey #22504
Matthew #13804 and Jess #16999 Storey B
Rachel Storey #22804
Thomas #10400 and Carolyn Storrier
John #8436 and Edith Stovel
William Stratton #15069 and
Mollie Farnham-Stratton #22406
Donald #7250 and Helen Streitt J.
Kennard Streett #7708
Dana Stringer #15130
Jon #14515 and Anne Stringer
Matt Strobeck
Robert #8608 and Lynn Stroud B
Calvin Stuart #23867
Lennox #12667 and Elizabeth Stuart
Lennox Stuart #22147
Clifford Stueck #22148
Jonathan #14177 and Hope Sturz
Paul #9574 and Laurie Sturz
Kenneth and Ann Stutzin
Meghan Subak #23350
Michael and Bridget Subak
John #7881 and Ann Sudduth
Megan Sudduth #20425
Christopher #13005 and Katherine Sullivan
David and Diana Sullivan
Denis and Patricia Sullivan
George #8439 and Mary Sullivan
Griffin Sullivan #16852
Jeffrey Sullivan #10470 and Elise Wong
Robert and Sandy Sullivan
Tim Sullivan
Richard and Emily Sumner
Timothy #13886 and Ann Sumner
Henry Sun #24766
Yifeng and Megan Sun
William Sword #18655
Eric #15271 and Jennifer Sydor
Joseph Sylvester #24231
Scott Sylvester #12931 and
Josiah Sylvester B
Sysco Corporation
Kathryn and Dole Szabo
Loretta Szabo #25544